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What Should Configuration Management do for me?
• Recover my files when the disk crashes

• Recover an old version of a file when I find the new one’s broken

• Help me cooperate with my peers

• Allow me to know why I made a particular change

• Answer questions about what was changed when, and who’s the guilty party.

• Deliver a version of the code

• Fix a bug in that delivered version that I said I’d stop working on

• Fix a bug in the Goo package that we didn’t write and don’t own

• Upgrade the Goo package that I use from v1.1 to v1.2

Most of these lie within CVS’s scope, but not all. In some cases, CVS allows a solution,
but some care is required to avoid trouble.



• Allow me to know why I made a particular change, or to answer questions about what
was changed when, and who’s the guilty party.

It’s easy to write totally useless ci comments (‘misc changes’), but it’s worth trying to
be as specific as possible. If you’re reading the logs it’s probably because you’re doing
detective work on a bug, and you’re suspicious about why a particular line of code was
written (‘why on earth did he do that...?’). You can use
cvs annotate PKG/src/goo.c | less
to find out when that suspicious line was written.

• Deliver a version of the code

You can do this with
cvs tag TAGNAME
cvs export -r TAGNAME PKG
or
cvs rtag PKG TAGNAME
· · ·

CVS doesn’t enforce tagnames (basically anything except 1.2), but it’s probably worth
having rules, e.g. V1-0 not v1 0

When you said -r TAGNAME, and occurrence of $Name:$ in your files was replaced with
$Name: TAGNAME$. You probably want to put this in a string, e.g.
const char version[] = "$Name:$";



• Recover a delivered version of the code

cvs co -r TAGNAME PKG
N.b. beware the ‘sticky tag’. That -r means that CVS thinks that you’re only interested
in that version. For example, if you remove the file and say cvs update you’ll still have
version TAGNAME. The way to get rid of it is with cvs update -A. Incidently, a -D generates
an analogous ‘sticky date’.
You can use e.g.
cvs status Makefile
to see what sticky properties have been attached to your files.

• Recover the exact version of the code that was delivered with a bug, and prove that I
fixed it

This isn’t a CVS issue; it requires that that bug tracker knows about cvs tagnames,
and that the bug report includes sufficiently detailed instructions on how to repeat it.

• Stop modifying a delivered version of the code, but continue working on the project

Exporting a version solved this at some level; once the tag is in place I can deliver the
code. But see the next item.



• Fix a bug in that delivered version that I said I’d stop working on.

You can use branches to do this:
cvs rtag v5 4 0 PKG
This names a point on the mainline; this will be the root of the branch.
cvs rtag -r v5 4 0 -b v5 4 PKG
Create a branch at the point v5 4 0. The branch itself is called v5 4. Note that these
names are purely conventional; choose a consistent set of names, and stick to them.
cvs co -r v5 4 PKG
I want to work on the v5 4 branch, so I check it out. Note that this tag is sticky —
and that’s the behaviour that I want.
code hack test hack test code test
cvs ci PKG
That change will go onto the branch; it won’t be visible to the main line.

• Merge those changes back to the mainline

You could do this by generating a patch file (using cvs diff) and applying it yourself.
But it’s easier to use CVS directly:
cvs -nq update
(just to make sure that there are no unchecked in changes)
cvs update -j v5 4 0 -j v5 4 1
if you prefer, you may use cvs co -j · · ·



With all these conventions, I like to keep a file called branches at the top level of the
main line of each project. It is used to record the existence and significance of all tags, and
when branches were merged. Some of this is available from the cvs history command,
but not all.

Typical entries are:

Branch v5_4
Tue Dec 3 14:45:38 EST 2002
cvs rtag v5_4_0 photo
cvs rtag -r v5_4_0 -b v5_4 photo
Created v5_4 branch

Tue Dec 3 16:18:17 EST 2002
cvs rtag -r v5_4 v5_4_1 photo
Fix model-magnitude problems; Fix adaptive errors (PR 4345)
...

Mainline:
Wed Sep 20 2000
cvs diff -r v5_2 -r v5_2_5 => no changes on v5_2 branch after v5_2_5
cvs update -j v5_2_0 -j v5_2_5
cvs ci -m ’merged from v5_2 branch at point v5_2_5’



• Fix a bug in the Goo package that we didn’t write and don’t own
You can do this using cvs. The basic idea is that you import the foreign code, and
then modify it yourself. Then when the next release comes out you let CVS merge in
the changes. See the Cerderqvist manual on ‘vendor branches’ for details.

• Upgrade the Goo package that I use from v1.1 to v1.2
This isn’t something that cvs really handles. But there are utilities that make this
possible. As an example, the one that I’m familiar is called ups with comes from FNAL
(but the implementation that I use comes from my colleagues in Princeton.)

The basic idea of ups is that your code has dependencies on other products (e.g. fftw
or cfitsio), and that you need to manage them. This is done by writing a table file (which
is, of course, checked into cvs) which tells me which products I need to build my pipeline.

When I declare a version of my code, which would usually correspond to a tagged version,
I record the information, not only that I need fftw and cfitsio, but which versions of these
packages I want to use. I can then say setup PKG which sets suitable environment variables
(e.g. FFTW DIR and CFITSIO DIR) that the Makefiles use to find include files and libraries.
This setup commands acts recursively, so fftw could depend on further products.

In this way, if I want to go back to an old version of my pipeline, I can build it against
the appropriate version of its supporting products. Contrariwise, I can use a new version
of some product for the new version of my pipeline without interfering with the current
version that may be being used in production.


